
                A FOSSIL OF FORCE 
                       Charlie Prince 



Ah, not to be cut off, 
Not through the slightest partition 
shut out from the law of the stars. 

The inner - what is it?  

if not intensified sky, 
hurled through with birdsong deep 
with the winds of homecoming  1

{I} Prelude: BASS LINE 

A slow humility penetrates the room. It dwells in the palm of repose. 
A silhouette of the sun has come through the window,  
and my head , anchored in the simplicity of being ,  
begins to bare the weight of its existence. 
The cell of myself fills with wonder: the golden washed wall of my secrets. 
  The dialectics of outside and inside begin to reveal themselves to me; 
     space withdraws through the pores of my skin; 
  into my cathedral of silence - my gesturing heart - the sea within. 
 I yield to the storm - i become motionless yet feel very real;  
my body’s silent conversation with things fills me like a cloud -   

a haze, that is both comforting and heavy;  the warmth of a mother’s hand - a sensation of landing:  

of feeling weightless and weighted - of floating yet embodied. 
I feel the ground beneath me, and i listen to the ground feeling me.  

My inheritance. My rootedness. My ancestry.  

And in this reciprocity - i disappear into the vastness of myself, into the flesh of my being. 
My  eyes become mouths. 
 My  nipples become mouths. 
  My palms become mouths 
   My pelvis becomes a mouth. 
  My knee caps become mouths. 
 My feet become mouths. 
My entire being a mouth. 
     

 Rainer Maria Rilke, Ahead of All Parting: The Selected Poetry and Prose1



As large as the sky. Wide open. An arctic wound. A cosmic force. 
I devour this carnal resonance. I want to swallow the sun.  
    My flesh is the mirage of a miracle. It breathes in invisible silence. 
This is my Bass Line. 
Silence. Breathe. Stillness. Earth. 

   O0Oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo   

  Oo0o0o0o000oooo00ooo0ooo00000000000000oooo.     

 Oooo0000000ooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

, i become a fossil of my self.         

{II} CELLULAR RESPIRATION 
        
       “ The animal in its box is sure of its secrets, 
          it has become a monster of  
          impenetrable physiognomy “   2

The body, remains mere appearance.  
Cellular breathing is one of the first breathing patterns we establish in utero. 
This internal pathway of respiration lays the foundation for our external respiration. 
Cellular breathing creates a physiological, rhythmic, condensing and expanding wave like motion through 
the body , guiding our external breathing through the lungs 
It is the baseline of our breathing and existence. 
It is a conductor of energy particles within,  
     it is a womb breathing inside many wombs. 
This cellular respiration creates microscopic vibrations inside the body -  
 generating heat, essence and a raison d’etre. 
Our bodies vibrate to turn their backs to death. 
It is an innate action, informed by millions of years of genetic inheritance.  
We vibrate to resist the change around us - to find our optimal inner state ; as to not succumb  
to the environment , disappear into it. 
This is what’s called thermoregulation - it is our way of mediating outside and inside worlds through the 
sensation and recognition of temperature ; of the sun’s touch, of winter’s freeze. 

 Gaston Bachelard, Poetics of Space. p.1342



We are defined by what we are not - or else we disappear towards a nothingness inside everything. 
                      Homestasis - uses combining forms of homeo and stasis   
      which respectively are ‘similar’ and ‘standing still’   
      yielding the idea of ‘staying the same’ 
We vibrate to remain steady. We vibrate invisibly. 
The dramaturgy of our internal landscape is vast and expansive: 
To know that the the heart was once attached to the face - that in its helical form unfolded , 
like a bridge separating in half, like two hands unclasping. 
To know that when i look into someone’s face i am looking into what was once their heart: 
A dramaturgy of foldings and unfoldings, of inner avalanches, seismic shifts and tremors. 
How much of this meteorology is visible on the bodies of others? 
How much do we choose to hear?  
I’ve listened to an orchestra with eyes closed; i’ve also watched an orchestra with my hands against my 
ears. Both experiences are equally beautiful. But none more than having both available ; in open attention. 
We live in a world of noise - of internet connections - of traffic and airplanes, digital beeps and the  
constant murmur of political talking heads. Has this noise turned us into cement? 
Silence has become a rare happening - through silence we are able to hear the orchestration of our bodies; 
the intimate pulse of our inner landscape - the whisper of our blood cells circulating. 
Our desires become audible - in silence we carry the space to become in tune and begin to listen to the 
bodies of others. However, as i walk anonymously in the street, wandering inside the mazes of my city, 
i’m feeling more and more that the counterpoint between our bodies is being drowned out by a swell of 
agitated vibrations.  I observe the desire to conquer to be jeopardizing our desire to connect - we are dis-
tracted by what we are striving for:   
Ripped apart by an endless drive to succeed.  
We are victorious by ignoring : we are winning through losing… 
But my hope lays in the midst of the potential for connection , and that we are constantly seeking others - 
we are seeking to empathize with their bodies, with the flesh of their thoughts and the radiance of their 
energetic being . We are seeking to understand and be understood ; to hear and be heard - a reciprocity 
that we hope can be void of any vanity, of anything other than a pure desire to connect. 

         His body is a golden string 
         that your body is hanging from. 
         his body is a golden string 
         My body has grown numb.  3

 Master Song - Leonard Cohen.3



{III} SHAKE  

Find yourself an empty room . Enter this room, and begin to walk at a quicker than normal pace. 
Be decisive, don’t hesitate. 
Your weight falls forward, as if the choice of your vectors have already been made before you. 
As you walk, begin to limit the space of the room in half. 
Now you only have half the room to travel around in. 
A while after, cut that half into another half. The room gets smaller. 
Keep the same pace that you started with. You might feel like you’re now walking faster 
Keep doing this until you have no where to go but yourself.  
You’ve reduced the possibilities of space to inside your body. 
A million vectors are shooting out of you at the same time. 
You may begin to Shake;  and the space , as an extension of your body also shakes. 
Notice the heat generating inside your body, notice the sweat; 
trace it slithering down your skin with your mind’s eye: become a cosmic force. 
Stop immediately. Close your eyes. Feel a new universe unfold within.  

{IV} BOUNCE  
Oscillatory movements are a guarantee of preventing ossification . 
Ossification is the process of hardening that leads a system into stagnation and potentially into a dead-
end. In order to prevent ourselves from this state that usually leads to conformism and atrophy, it is im-
portant that we dive into the experience of journeying abroad our bodies , or the experience of the un-

known and otherness - the unseen and the mysterious. This usually implies taking a risk, exposing oneself 
to danger and being affected by an astonishing event, being hit by the uncertain wonder of any big quest. 
The mission implies also to return being able to translate those experience to the ones who stayed in the 
comfort zone. This translation is also a process of giving an intelligible form to what has no name. 

How to learn to befriend the oscillatory movement?  

How to dance the oscillation?  

How to become the choreographer of your own trajectory?  

{V} JUMP (THE DAY I BECAME JOHN) 
 Following a month in rehab from his 7 year heroin addiction, and after  rejoining the                      
Red  Hot Chili Peppers, legendary guitarist John Frusciante began writing  his third solo album:              
‘To Record Only Water For Ten Days’. Having recovered from a near-death experience, John felt deeply 
connected to the spiritual plane; and began having visions of his body as being a tape recorder that 
records water for ten days as a way to rid his body of its chemical make up. 



In the opening track - ‘Going Inside’, after a gloriously sustained guitar solo, John sings:  

       in your body. where you’re slow. 
       where you go it doesn’t matter. 
       ‘cause there will come a time where 
       time goes out the window.  4

In our bodies - where we’re slow;  
We jump to clear  obstacles. We jump to play. We jump to reach higher surfaces. 
We jump with joy - we jump to celebrate . 

We jump with the knowledge that we will fall back down.  

With the acceptance of some kind of sweet failure ;  
     there is a sense of forgiveness in this elevation. 
To know that the ground will receive us again,  
     that the ecstasy is short-lived but is also never too far away. 
Each corner            
    is a place         
          where         
fall, or suspension        
can be Celebrated         5

          
In the music video for ‘Going Inside’ , directed by experimental artist Vincent Gallo , John is seen in a 
constant apex of movement ; of running alongside a greyhound dog, of falling on ground , of spinning 
mindlessly, of jumping, of jumping , of jumping into a wall, of still jumping and again ;  
to the point of flying. On repeat. 
His arms flung backwards as if in defeat - constantly in the midst of the ecstasy of elevation. 
over & over again.  
Crucified - to a still moment repeated. Etched into my mind , that of the spectator and his , the jumper. 
The memory of jumping becomes a means of subverting temporality. 
Of transcending our potential as humans into something elevated, Godly.  
Through jumping we are able to rid ourselves of the limits of our experience, or at least the perception of 
it, towards a deeper humanity - a being that is not yet there but appears only long enough 
to create a suggestion , a hint ; a seemingly significant blip of our imagination. 

 Going Inside - John Frusciante4

 Low Content - Irina Baldini. p.1055



Nothing IS,  yet. 
Then it IS. But Frozen. 
suspended motion 
A shot of an instant  
extended in stillness.  
alive in the body.  6

When i was a child i loved to jump off high surfaces. It was a way for me to conquer space, and in doing 
so to conquer myself. Sometimes it would be in a forest, sometimes in front of the church in my village ; 
though i was always with friends . There was a need for me to be witnessed, as though my fall was a dec-
laration, a kinetic speech shaped by gravity. 
I once convinced myself to leap off a massive boulder - very obviously too high to be safe. Below me was 
only improvised concrete - pine cones and a very concerned look from my partners in crime. 

All i remember was closing my eyes - and waking up in my room - under the warmth of my sheets.  

I was unable to move - as though the boulder I had jumped off now rested on top of my body. 
I don’t know if this story is true or not. I cannot remember ; maybe something else happened that was 
erased from my memory.  
Unknowingly, maybe this was the day i became John, an elevated being that only exists in the figment of 
my imagination through a figment of my imagination. 
Now i can see myself as i thought i saw myself then ; a being that can disappear , that can transcend space 
, that can subvert time and become other. I cheated life in an existence that is unprovable , by playing 
gymnastics with reality i am confronting a fear of death, or rather posing myself in front of it. 
I  experienced the ecstasy of doing something that does not allow me to die; my mind flung backwards - 
my spine liquid , my heat necessary. As a child; that was the day I became John.  
This John had not yet existed - he possibly never existed and perhaps, in many ways, still doesn’t. 

        je te peau / je te porte / et te fenêtre / 
      tu m’os / tu m’océan / tu m’audace / tu me météorite / 
      je te clé d’or / je t’extraordinaire / tu me paroxysme   
     / tu me paroxysme / et me paradoxe / je te clavecin / tu me   
     silencieusement / tu me miroir / je te montre / tu me mirage / tu   
    m’oasis / tu m’oiseau / tu m’insecte / tu me cataracte / je te lune/    
                                        tu me nuage  7

 Low Content - Irina Baldini. p.1066

 Prendre corps, Gherassim Lucas.7



{VI} LEAP INTO THE VOID 

“Today the painter of space must, in fact, go into space to paint, but he must go there without trickery or 
deception, and not in an airplane, nor by parachute or in a rocket: he must go there on his own strength, 
using an autonomous individual force; in short, he must be capable of levitation.”  8

The street is deserted, apart, at the bottom, on the right of the photo, the back of a cyclist who has just 
passed. A man in full levitation between heaven and earth did not stop or turn around; he continues his 
way, indifferent to this act which, nevertheless, seems to us unusual, even disconcerting. 
 Saut Dans le vide is a photograph published in Yves Klein’s book Dimanche - which shows him jumping 
off a second story wall, arms outstretched towards the pavement- seemingly towards either his death or a 
very painful existence. There is an impossibility to this photo that has caught the attention of the world ; 
at a time where photo manipulation was a very little-known technique. The picture was a photomontage, 
combining an image of him jumping into a net, with a view of Rue Fontenay-aux-Roses,  a street where a 
judo club had often welcomed him (Klein himself was a 4th Dan Judo master). 
 He distributed Saut dans le vide as a fake broadsheet at Parisian newsstands as commemorating the event 
as evidence of his ability to undertake unaided lunar travel, attempting to denounce NASA’s lunar expedi-
tions as a farce. It was in this mass-produced form that the artist's seminal gesture was communicated to 
the public 

Saut dans le vide exemplifies Klein’s attempts at proposing new ways of perceiving the real by presenting 
contradictory acts of freedom and constraint. Klein considered that space was his domain, and that he 
could go there by the power of the spirit alone. This image is a stark act of defiance against convention, 
the body , and the very laws of nature. Leaping into open space, he is unconcerned and indifferent to the 
imminency of his fall; like John, he is frozen in time -in the decisive moment between action and reaction. 
Is Klein attempting to render himself immortal? 

Is he falling or flying? It is up to us to decide:  

In our eyes, he will never drop to the ground - he is fixed in a moment of weightlessness forever on a strip 

of film. Klein must fall ; but then again - our memory of him says otherwise.  

Does Klein become John? Or John become Klein?  

Or Klein becomes me and I become John?  

 Yves Klein, excerpt from Sunday, November 27 1960, The Newspaper of a Single Day, 1960.8



{VII} Coda: EVER SINCE WE CRAWLED OUT  
But i’ve hit the ground many times. In many ways I am neither Klein nor John. 
My body has slammed against concrete, been thrown around , dragged, my skin peeling off onto hot tar-
mac, my blood spilling on greased metal, tires screeching, engines running. 
I remember those falls very well - they have scarred me as they have scarred my body.   
I carry the vulnerability of these falls, these fossils of force on the core of my flesh. 
I also hold within me all the incomplete, imaginary falls i’ve held testament to.  

 Ever Since We Crawled Out confronts the tumultuous relationship between humans and the finite 
resources the planet has to offer. Using black-and-white found-footage from film archives, the film high-
lights this topic through an endless montage of countless trees being chopped down, one after another 
after another—lingering on the climactic seconds before the trees succumb to gravity and meet their end 
on the ground. Creaking and moaning as they resist their fate, we are shown a process which we benefit 
from every day but rarely think of the difficult process which yields our conveniences. As the crack widens 
almost like mouth of a gluttonous figure preparing to consume something large, you can see the age lines 
of the tree, the time line of an individual which makes up an environment rapidly being destroyed, pre-
sumably for the sake of enterprise and commerce, either to be turned into pulp or to merely clear the 
valuable land. Once one tree starts falling, they all tumble like dominos. People only appear in a handful 
of shots—running, afraid to be confronted with the reality of their actions. After the trees fall, take a mo-
ment to settle, stray leaves falling down after it, an eerie silence only disturbed by the sound of wind rush-
ing through the remaining trees which will be the next to go  9

The illusion ; our illusion - lays in convincing ourselves  that both falls, the real and the imagi-

nary,  are one and the same, and that they will continue to be everywhere else.  
The real fall. The un-realized fall. The half-way fall. The frozen fall. The suspended fall.  
                     The silent fall. 
           . 
Have we managed to convince ourselves that we are not falling?      . 
Is this fall fiction?          . 
Have our bodies forgotten the earth?          .   

Has our flesh been separated from the palms of what is real?    .  

            .   

         Where are we falling towards?  

 Ever Since We Crawled Out, Julian Charriere. Programme Notes9




